Marshmallow Shooter (a.k.a. Pom Pom Popper)
http://www.cometogetherkids.com/2011/09/mini-marshmallow-shooters-or-pom-pom.html

You’ll need:

* plastic cups (ours were 9 oz)
* balloons ( ours were 12")
* mini marshmallows (or pom poms)
* scissors (not pictured)
And here's what you need to do:
1. Cut the bottom part off of your plastic cup. I found it worked best to double up the cups and I cut off the bottom
third.

2. Tie a knot at the end of your balloon and cut off about 1/2" from the other end.

3. Now stretch the balloon over the end of the cup. I found it worked best to put the balloon on the top part of the cup
where the lip is, otherwise the cup would bend too much when I put the balloon on. Perhaps if you have a sturdier cup,
you wouldn't need to use two cups together and you could put the balloon on the cut end (like in the original), but our
way worked really well for us. (UPDATE: A commenter said she used a empty yogurt container and it worked well ~
good idea since some brands tend to be pretty sturdy, plus you're recycling!)

That's it! Now it's time to do some launching! Just put your marshmallow inside the cup on the knotted center, then
aim the cup away from you, pull back on the outer knot and launch away!
**NOTE** The marshmallows went MUCH farther than the pom poms, but I have enough problems with food in
unwanted places inside the house. There was no way I was going to intentionally encourage the kids to shoot more food
around! Therefore, my rule with these fun new toys was marshmallows outside, only pom poms inside. (I know I'll still
be finding pom poms in hidden corners for the next several months, but at least they won't be covered with ants!)

Draw a launching line!

Several marshmallows in at a time don't go as far, but it was fun to watch them burst
out.

We also shot a pom pom straight up in the air, then tried to catch it in the cup.

It's a little tough to see, but we drew targets in chalk on the cement.

